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cappello · use guide

· cappello is for indoor/dry use only. 

· Do not touch the LED disc when the light is on. 

· Do not stare at the LED disc directly.

· Use a clean white pencil eraser for cleaning the shade.

· Please do not remove finial at top of steel rod, it is there to protect eyes from the rod.

· The marble will have scratches and marks on it from the extraction process while making the Arco lamp 

base. As an artifact that tells a story, we have chosen to not polish away any of these marks. If you wish to 

remove scratches or marks from the marble, use a very fine sandpaper.

use + careset up
step 1: Hold the LED inside of the paper shade and run the power wire through the large hole in the paper 

shade. Attach the shade to the steel rod by connecting with the two magnets, aligning the lowest magnet 

with the small hole in the shade.

step 2: Attach the two magnets to the two circle magnetic parts of the LED, aligning the lowest magnet 

with the small hole in the paper shade. Attach the free side of the magnets to the steel rod while the paper 

shade is between them.

step 3: The paper shade can be slid along the length of the steel rod, or tilted to angle the direction of the 

light.

step 4: The paper shade can be slid along the length of the steel rod, or tilted to angle the direction of the 

light.
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